
Examination of Potential New 
Procedures for Tier 4 Stocks

An Analysis of Black Sea Bass Using 
the “Data Limited Toolkit”



Background

• The ASMFC Summer Flounder-Scup-Black Sea Bass TC continues to 
struggle with its deliberations on black sea bass

• During a recent meeting the TC discussed a potential idea for getting a 
better more dynamic management procedure in place for black sea bass

• The TC sought advice on this topic and the idea of working with the SSC 
on developing a new methodology for setting ABCs for their tier 4 stocks 
emerged as a possible collaboration

• After consultation with the SSC Chairman, this approach was developed, 
and the following is a potential procedure for use in setting ABCs for tier 
4 stocks



Background

• A subgroup of the TC met and decided that attempting some of the data 
poor techniques might be a valuable exercise

• While black sea bass is not technically data poor, it does not currently 
have an analytical assessment that can be used for ABC setting
• Constant catch is the current procedure
• This procedure is not unlike some other data poor procedures
• Testing additional methods that could offer some more dynamic 

management seemed like a good approach

• The TC sub group began to investigate some common data poor 
methods, when new work developed by the NRDC was brought forward 
for examination, the Data Limited Method Toolkit (DLM Toolkit)

• The TC sub group decided to proceed forward with the DLM Toolkit as 
the most comprehensive strategy that they could employ and bring to 
the SSC for examination 



Management Strategy Evaluation

• The DLM Toolkit can run a management strategy evaluation (MSE)

• The procedure is to use one of the toolkits built in stocks, modify to make 
useful for our stock, and then run an MSE

• In our case I chose “Porgy” as the closest fit and modified the following 
parameters to better match black sea bass:

• Max age
• Depletion levels
• M
• Linf, t0
• Length weight parameters

• Two other needed specifications are the fleet type and an observation 
model 
• Generic fleet with flat current effort, and increasing effort were run
• Specified the model generate data that is both imprecise and biased



Management Strategy Evaluation
• The toolkit looks at the data available and determines which of its built in 

methods are appropriate/possible and runs an MSE

• Trade off plots can be developed to visualize (the Y axis is relative yield)



Management Strategy Evaluation

• The various methods can then be compared and the methods can be sub 
set based on certain criteria

• In this case we chose: 
• Yield > 30 TMT
• Probability of overfishing <40%, and 
• Probability of dropping to low biomass levels <10%

• This decreased the number of methods from 33 to 12

• Once the methods are truncated, the MSE can be re-run with more 
sampling from the resampling procedure to stabilize, and then can be 
plotted for performance visualization 
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Management Strategy Evaluation

• As suggested by a sub group of the SSC, some alternative assumptions 
can be made with some of the MSE specifications, and the analysis can 
be rerun

• The best methods from both sets of assumptions can be compared and 
objective decisions can be made about the most appropriate methods to 
move forward with for use with the actual dataset

• These can be coupled with expert knowledge of which methods are not 
appropriate for the given dataset (for instance, due to the underlying 
assumptions of a particular method not being appropriate for your 
species), and the viable procedures can be truncated even further

• Once the suite of procedures is chosen, you can move forward with using 
them on your actual dataset



Evaluation of Real Data

• Using the data template from the DLM Toolkit and data from both the 
2012 black sea bass benchmark assessment and the 2013 NEFSC data 
update to the TC, an analysis was run using the DLM toolkit

Catch

Relative abundance

Model 
parameters



Evaluation of Real Data

• The methods are subset to the methods that worked best for the MSE, 
and that are available to your actual dataset, and focus can be given to 
those procedures that were the most reliable during the MSE

• In this example these include:
• "DBSRA" "DBSRA_40" "DCAC" "DCAC_40" "DD4010" "DynF" 

"Fratio" "Rcontrol2" "SPMSY" 

• Plots of the OFL can be produced under the specified methods
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Evaluation of Real Data

• Once methods are run and OFLs are produced, sensitivity analysis 
can be run on the different methods to view which data have the 
highest amount of influence on the specific method

• If certain data or assumptions have a high degree of influence on the 
method, these data or assumptions can be focused on and discussed 
to be sure there is consensus 
on the values chosen

• This is the sensitivity plot for 
DCAC, can see that average 
catch has the highest influence



Summary and Closing Comments

• The DLM toolkit seems to be a promising tool for use in data or 
assessment limited situations

• Allows for the objective choice of procedures most appropriate for the 
stock being examined

• There is uncertainty incorporated directly in the models/methods, and 
you can also get a sense of uncertainty across methods 
• Could potentially use a model averaging approach to set ABC

• The toolkit can also be expanded to include additional procedures
• We could add the current constant catch procedure in to see 

how it compares to the other procedures in the toolkit 

• The use of a tool such as this may provide a more rigorous way for the 
SSC to deal with data limited stocks and could be incorporated in to a 
new control rule for tier 4 stocks



Summary and Closing Comments

• The TC was shown the procedure and there were some concerns but 
generally they thought it was a decent approach to examine
• The NC rep suggested that the method can be selected using the 

toolkit, but then to extract and customize the chosen method(s) 
external to the toolkit for the final OFL calculations

• A sub group of the SSC also provided some initial feedback which was 
developed in to this presentation
• One member asked for an additional species to be examined – Illex
• I have begun this examination but had some issues with the 

development of the MSE procedure (there is no built in “stock” 
object that has a similar life history), so I was not comfortable 
offering output at this time

• I can continue development if the SSC agrees w/ further 
development


